Club meetings are on the first Monday of each month (excluding January)
7:30pm
Buderim Men’s Shed
38 Advance Road, Kuluin
(If the first Monday falls on a holiday or long weekend the meeting is held the following Monday )

Scheduled activities are on https://www.scbwc.com/activities
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Email enquiry@scbwc.com if you are unsure of whom to contact. They will forward your
query to the appropriate individual.
Please send walk reports and photographs to trudge@scbwc.com
Members should email media@scbwc.com if they are not receiving general email
communications from the SCBWC.
If you are a SCBWC member, join our closed Facebook group.

At our last meeting members were advised that Karen Edwards would be collecting emergency
contact details in subsequent months to include this information in member records. It was also noted
that the emergency contact details should not be a person who may also be attending the walk.
If you haven’t provided these details to Karen Edwards at a club meeting, email them to
media@scbwc.com.
Thank you.

~~ Julie Nunn

Our day started at Mapleton with 11 keen walkers to be led by Julie Nunn. We carpooled to Obi Obi along
a dirt road to the starting point. The track has a locked gate to the public but our club has permission to
enter.
The land was originally a homestead which was purchased by the Council in 2011. The Council asked the
club to participate in making some walking tracks and camp grounds and issued a grant to cover costs of a
shed and equipment. There was a stockpile of concrete steps which will be put to good use to make some
areas more accessible.
Julie told us about the work they had done and we saw a lot of evidence of tree plantings and rock
retaining walls. There are to be more tracks made in the future and it is proposed that it will eventually
meet up with the Great Walk. We were very impressed.

The track has a vast range of vegetation and terrain from open grasslands, which on the day were very
overgrown with vague access, to steep rocky walkways of various widths. The trees and plants are really
diverse including Palm Trees, Grass Trees, Stag horns, Elk horns and Orchids. There were remnants of the
homestead’s occupation including some old fences. We also followed and crossed some very pretty
waterways, some large enough to swim in, which flow down into the Obi Obi Creek.
Along the way we heard many birds and walked into the occasional Golden Orb Spider web. Also at one
point a fallen tree had to be removed from our path. Our morning tea stop was in a beautiful large shady
area which even provided some fallen trees for us to sit on.
The walk was about 6 km long with a height variation of 300m and the weather was perfect. Six of us
stopped back at Mapleton for coffee afterwards which was a lovely way to wind up a really enjoyable day.
Fay Islip

Photos – Rod Jenman, Fay Islip & Stephen Hunter

Cheryl, our walk leader assembled us all at Coolum Car Park and we set off along the roadside to Emu
Mountain. After the recent rain, slippery and wet conditions were expected, but there were only a couple
of wet patches to skirt. Birdsong greeted us as we ventured into the bush, and it was pleasant, easy going
atmosphere.

It was a warm, clear day, so it was nice to stop for a while at the summit and enjoy the views.
Coffee/drinks/morning tea/lunch at Coolum concluded a very enjoyable walk. Thanks to all for a warm,
friendly, helpful welcome. Gail McIntyre

Not wanting to skite too much but we had the
BEST hike on Sunday.
With Jon Lee at the helm and a good handful of
very competent off-track bushwalkers in the group
I was in exceptionally good company as we rock
hopped our way over stones and boulders through
the flowing waters of Branch Creek in the
Bellthorpe National Park.
What a gem of a place. We had met in town
(Woodford) to car pool the further 5kms or so out
to the Stony Creek day-use area. It was a VERY
fresh autumn morning so we wasted no time
getting straight into the hike without a second
glance around an almost vacant picnic area.
We strode determinedly up to the creek’s edge
(which apparently had way more water than usual)
and got straight into negotiating our path until
very quickly we ran out of stepping stones so had
to make a detour up and through the rugged
bushland, fighting off tangles of thin vines
determined to prevent us from passing only to
then be ensnared in the prickly threads of the
wait-a-while vines.
Needless to say the disentangling made for slow
progress but we were delighted to find our way
down to the banks of Branch Creek. Apparently
this path we had just taken was a first for those in
our group who’d hiked here previously so we
definitely stood back for a moment and soaked in
the sense of accomplishment.
We then spent the next few hours exploring this magical waterway. The sound of water cascading over
rocks never ceased and visually it was stunning in so many ways. There were endless rock pools and small
waterfalls, steep sculptured rock walls and lush green vines hugging the walls like clipped hedges. In places
there were rusty red veins running through the seams in the rock pools spilling onto mossy green rocks and
occasionally fine white bubbles in the movement of the water decorated the pool edges with delicate lace
patterns.

And if you could take your eyes off the water for a moment to look up into the tree canopy there were
some truly giant trunks abundant with massive birds nest, elk horn and staghorn ferns.
We strode across some massive fallen tree trunks that straddled the creek like a sturdy bridge and at times
dodged others that were hazardously decayed and spongey. Many of the trunks had ferns sprouting from
them and one particular tree had a gorgeous orchid clump still holding on strong.
Surprisingly we noted that we hadn’t come across much wildlife apart from the occasional bird call - until
we found ourselves having to navigate around a bend in the creek, and while hugging the rock wall
curtained with a vine dangling down from above, a miniscule native frog hopped out onto Russell’s
forearm - and was not budging – until eventually being encouraged back into the creek.

As we made our way further upstream just before another stunning waterfall we came to a section that
usually could be rock hopped through but on this occasion was so laden with water it could only be swam
through.
Hmmm?
Now I did mention it was a particularly fresh autumn day - so Plan A to swim it was decided against - and
after much deliberation we went with plan B (with Russell doing a test run up a particularly dodgy looking
very steep loose rocked wall for us first). We braved it up after him into the dense bushland and here I
became educated about, and vigilant in avoiding, the Gympie Gympie stinging bush – clearly not
something to mess with!

And so we cautiously ducked and weaved over and
around loose rocks and evil stinging plants to come
out above the waterfall. And this became the
pattern for the rest of the hike – enjoying the
delights of the water course when we could and
fighting off the vegetation when we had to, which
proved to be a very exhilarating and rewarding
experience.
The volume of water through the waterfalls and
gorges just got better and better the higher we went
and we certainly finished on a good note. Our final
bush bash to get above the final waterfall popped us
out onto a dirt road that we strolled back up (legs
protesting a bit) chatting and unwinding along the
few kilometers back to the cars.
Fabulous day. Everyone loved it. Great group.
Thanks for having me along and thanks Jon for
leading this remarkable off-track hike.
Cheers,
Susan Taylor

With the current climate conducive to exploring the vast array of mountains the Sunshine Coast Hinterland
has to offer, it is important to be well prepared if you are planning on tackling the great outdoors.
Whether you are hiking, climbing, scrambling or mountain biking, it is vital you do your homework before
you hit the trails and mountains.
Unfortunately, many adventurers can be ill-prepared which can result in a Triple Zero (000) call and
subsequent rescue.
Since 2019 Queensland Fire and Emergency Services (QFES) has rescued more than 90 people on Sunshine
Coast Mountains.

While QFES personnel are well trained and highly skilled professionals willing and able to help, there are
simple steps you can take to help yourself and us:















Be aware, if you ask someone ‘how difficult is the hike or scramble?’ they will be answering the
question based on their level of ability an experience, not yours.
For an optimal adventure experience, you must match your level of ability to the physical and
mental challenge. Overestimating your ability leads to misadventure.
Before you start research the area and plan your adventure
People experiencing misadventure make up a large number of QFES’ rescues. Unfortunately, a
significant number of these involve the person having sustained an injury.
Scrambling or climbing up a mountain is easier than down climbing.
If you are finding going up mentally and/or physically challenging, coming back down will be worse.
Stop and go back down early.
Don’t let peer pressure force you to keep climbing. Your aim should be to have a positive adventure
experience.
Footwear is the scrambler / climber’s number one ‘tool of the trade’.
Avoid thongs, sandals and running shoes with a lot of cushion.
Boulder / Approach shoes are specifically made for scrambling and low-grade climbs.
As the surface temperature of the rock increases, the friction between the soles of your shoe and
the rock surface decreases.
On hot days, avoid north and west facing rock faces after midday. The temperature of the rock in
summer can reach 65 degrees Celsius or more.
Inform others of your planned adventure.
Have enough resources – water, food and mobile phone capability for the duration of your trip.

So please enjoy your next adventure in our picture-perfect playground but always plan ahead and be
prepared for anything.
Paul Clark - Station Officer Fire and Rescue Service Maroochydore Command.
~~~
Thank you to this month’s contributors for the reports and pictures.
See you next month

